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Interpretive Methods for Grant Proposal Development
Workshop at University of California, Irvine
May 30–31, 2013
This two-day workshop for graduate students and junior faculty
will focus on how to write grant proposals for research projects that
utilize ethnographic methods and/or discourse analysis. Led by UCI
faculty, administrators, and non-UCI specialists in interpretive meth-
odologies, the workshop will focus on how to employ ethnography
and discourse analysis in research, basic principles of grant-writing
and how they apply to interpretive research, common mistakes found
in grant proposals, and how to address review criteria. Participants
will be expected to submit a short draft grant proposal based on
ethnographic or discourse analytic methods prior to attending the
workshop. Further information on the workshop, including applica-
tion details, will be available on the UCI International Studies website
http://internationalstudies.ss.uci.edu/ on January 2, 2013. The final
submission deadline is March 1, 2013. Feel free to contact Tanya
Schwarz at tschwarz@uci.edu with any questions.
Best Qualitative and Multi-Method Submission to the
American Political Science Review
in the Preceding Calendar Year
Recipients: Jeremy Menchik, Boston University, “The Origins of
Intolerance in Islamic Institutions”; and
Paul Staniland, University of Chicago, “States, Insurgents, and War-
time Political Orders.”
Committee: Kathleen Thelen, Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy (chair); Colin Elman, Syracuse University; and Elisabeth Wood,
Yale University.
This section award was created to interrupt the self-reinforcing
cycle whereby the absence of qualitative and multi-method research
in the APSR led to the widespread belief that such work was not
welcome. The lack of submissions then of course confirmed that
understanding. A dialogue with the previous lead editor, Ron
Rogowski, resulted in the section deciding to offer an additional in-
centive to authors to submit to the journal, in an effort to break that
negative cycle. The committee unanimously agreed that the two re-
cipients of this year’s awards were excellent manuscripts, thoroughly
deserving of the award.
Staniland’s article manuscript on “States, Insurgents, and Wartime
Political Orders,” offers a conceptual typology of political orders
amidst civil war, focusing on the different types of relationships
between insurgents and states in conflict zones. The essay convinc-
ingly argues that these relationships need to be problematized and
theorized. The committee was taken with Staniland’s argument that
recognizing and articulating differences in these relationships across
time and space allows the posing of new questions and/or old ques-
tions in new ways. This agenda-setting paper strongly advances our
understanding of civil war and state building as well as to the broader
fields of conflict and its resolution. It will be a much-cited article.
Among other achievements, it demonstrates the importance of under-
standing the dynamics of war in a broader setting, broader in both the
sense of drawing on relevant material in various disciplines and broader
in the sense of analyzing little known cases. While the author mod-
estly makes no claim to advancing theory, the typology and its expo-
sition have clear theoretical implications.
Menchik’s article manuscript on “The Origins of Intolerance in
Islamic Institutions” is an analysis of variation in levels of tolerance
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toward non-Muslim populations across three different Islamic insti-
tutions in Indonesia. Menchik argues that theology is a poor predic-
tor of attitudes and behaviors, but more importantly he traces varia-
tion in attitudes/behavior to the kinds of social cleavages and conflicts
that dominated at the time of the founding of these different institu-
tions. It is an argument about path dependence, but unlike many such
arguments that do not provide much insight into how events in the
dim past continue to influence outcomes later, he suggest two mecha-
nisms, namely the way in which Islamic jurisprudence becomes insti-
tutionalized and patterns of political alliances that cement and rein-
force particular cleavages. The committee was particularly taken with
Menchik’s use of evidence, which resulted from first-rate archival
work among primary sources in a challenging setting.
Giovanni Sartori Award for Best Book on
and/or Using Qualitative Methods
Recipient: Alan M. Jacobs, Governing for the Long Term: Democ-
racy and the Politics of Investment. (Cambridge University Press
2011).
Committee: Lauren Morris MacLean, Indiana University (chair); Evan
Lieberman, Princeton University; and Timothy Crawford, Boston
College.
The committee has decided to confer the Sartori Award for 2012 on
Governing for the Long Term: Democracy and the Politics of Invest-
ment by Alan M. Jacobs.  In  Governing for the Long Term, Jacobs
asks a critical question about the extent to which political actors
pursue long-term policies that may not reap tangible benefits within
an election cycle. Jacobs brilliantly capitalizes on prior work in com-
parative political economy and other domains of political science,
showing how leader’s economic beliefs and schemas help them navi-
gate the inherent uncertainty and complexity of economic life. As
Jacobs shows us, such uncertainties are central to the politics of long-
range social policies, and leaders’ “mental models’’ critically define
both the nature of the problems and the potential solutions at stake.
Jacobs’ theoretical insights into the institutional, inter- and intra-
interest group politics that make it possible for governments to adopt
far-sighted policies are original and heuristically powerful. Their im-
plications reach beyond the specific domain of policy investments in
social welfare programs, suggesting new ways to understand domes-
tic political conditions that foster (or hinder) commitments to many
other kinds of long-range projects with potentially large benefits over
time, but certain and painful up-front costs to constituents, such as
those that have arisen or might arise in international economic, envi-
ronmental, and security affairs. We considered Jacobs’ work to be
outstanding in terms of his implementation of case study and com-
parative-historical methods. The book is based on a theoretically
informed research design, effectively comparing the origins and sub-
sequent dynamics of public pension-making in four countries: the
U.S., Canada, UK, and Germany. His analyses are based on a mix of
original interviews, primary archival sources, and secondary litera-
ture. In presenting these materials, he is extraordinarily transparent in
providing the reader with the likely quality of those sources. For
example, when citing various scholars, he goes way beyond the oft-
practiced vague citation of author-year, and provides a clear sum-
mary of the nature of the data and analyses upon which other authors
have generated their conclusions. Through his theoretical framework
and compelling use of empirical evidence, Jacobs is able to reveal the
process of causal inference used by policymakers and empirically
substantiate the role of ideas in policymaking. The committee con-
cluded that this work is an extremely important piece of comparative
political analysis, an insightful study of the inter-temporal tradeoffs
in public policymaking, and an exemplar of the use of qualitative
methods.
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.914024
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Alexander George Award for Best Article or Book Chapter
on and/or Using Qualitative Methods
Recipient: Anna Grzymala-Busse, “Time Will Tell? Temporality and
the Analysis of Causal Mechanisms and Processes.” Comparative
Political Studies 44:9 (September 2011), 1267–1297.
Committee: Melani Cammett, Brown University (chair); Hillel Soifer,
Temple University; and Gerardo Munck, University of Southern
California.
Anna Grzymala-Busse’s article, “Time Will Tell: Temporality and
the Analysis of Causal Mechanisms and Processes’’ (Comparative
Political Studies, 2011), is an ambitious and broadly applicable analy-
sis of one of the most central yet elusive issues in the social sciences:
how to factor time into explanations. Grzymala-Busse demonstrates
convincingly that most research—even the best comparative histori-
cal work—conflates distinct dimensions of temporality and lumps
them under the category of “history’’ or “path dependence,’’ thereby
undercutting our ability to isolate causal mechanisms. Through care-
ful conceptual work grounded in clear empirical examples, her analy-
sis shows that temporality should be subdivided into four different
dimensions—duration, tempo, acceleration, and timing—and that each
of these dimensions has distinct implications for causal processes.
An understanding of the varied dynamics of these processes and how
they play out in specific historical contexts can allow researchers to
predict causal mechanisms, identify sequences of events and social
phenomena, and generate more precise explanations. Grzymala-
Busse’s article breaks new ground in conceptual analysis and meth-
odology by demonstrating the imperative of disaggregating temporal
processes in social science research, advancing efforts to think sys-
tematically about comparative historical analysis and honing in on
issues germane to causal explanation. The insights of this article will
surely be felt on researchers for years to come.
Sage Award for Best 2011 APSA Paper on
and/or Using Qualitative Methods
Recipients: Derek Beach and Rasmus Brun Pedersen, “What is Pro-
cess Tracing Actually Tracing? The Three Variants of Process Trac-
ing Methods and their Uses and Limitations.” Paper prepared for
Presentation at the Annual Meeting of the American Political Sci-
ence Association, Seattle, Washington, September 1–4, 2011.
Committee: Jennifer Hadden, University of Maryland (chair); Jonathan
Githens-Mazer, University of Exeter; and Erica Townsend-Bell,
University of Iowa.
The selection committee is pleased to award the 2012 Sage Award
to Derek Beach and Rasmus Brun Pedersen for their paper “What is
Process Tracing Actually Tracing? The Three Variants of Process
Tracing Methods and Their Uses and Limitations.’’ This paper high-
lights three variants of process-tracing methodology and their uses:
(1) Theory-testing process tracing, which uses process tracing to
see if the observable implications of a theorized causal mechanism are
present in a case;
(2) Theory-building process tracing, which builds theory about
causal mechanisms from process tracing within a case; and
(3) Outcome explanation process tracing, which uses process trac-
ing to craft a minimally sufficient explanation of a case of interest.
It elaborates each of these, and provides illustrations of how they
can be appropriately used in political science research. The commit-
tee appreciated the creativity and clarity of presentation of this
paper. In particular, we consider that the paper provides useful guid-
ance for how to use process tracing methods to accomplish very
different research goals. The authors carefully consider how one might
use process-tracing methods on either side of the nomothetic-idio-
graphic divide, as well as in the context of mixed-method research
designs. We would like to congratulate Beach and Pedersen on pro-
ducing a thoughtful and theoretically useful contribution on this im-
portant topic.
David Collier Mid-Career Achievment Award
Recipient: Colin Elman, Syracuse University
Committee: Gary Goertz, University of Arizona (chair), Dan Car-
penter, Harvard University, Rose McDermott, Brown University.
The committee has awarded Colin Elman the 2012 David Collier
Mid-Career Achievement Award. The Award honors David Collier’s
contribution to substantive research, methodological publications,
and institution building. Elman has major achievements in all three of
these areas. These successes are more typically found in someone
much further advanced in his career, and the choice of Elman was an
easy one for the committee. On the institutional front, Colin was a
co-founder of two APSA Sections, International History and Politics,
and Qualitative and Multi-Method Research. Elman has served as the
QMMR section’s President and Secretary-Treasurer, and he has man-
aged many activities of the section, including APSA short-courses,
business meetings, and its annual awards. In terms of leadership as
well as operational activities the section would certainly not be the
success it is (with membership usually in the top five of APSA
sections) without the time and energy that Elman has invested in
institution building. Hundreds of young qualitative methods scholars
know Colin for his leadership (with Andrew Bennett and David Collier)
of the Institute for Qualitative and Multi-Method Research. Now in
its twelfth year, well over 1,000 students have participated in these
annual institutes. Elman is also one of the founders of the new Quali-
tative Data Repository. Both of these endeavors have been sup-
ported by substantial funding from the National Science Foundation.
Elman is also co-chair (with Arthur Lupia) of APSA’s working group
on Data Access and Research Transparency, and (with John Gerring
and James Mahoney) a general editor of Cambridge University Press’
new series Strategies for Social Inquiry. Elman is an accomplished
qualitative scholar and methodologist. He has published on Lakatosian
metatheory, explanatory typologies, the role of historiography in
political science, case studies, causal complexity, and qualitative data
and replication. These articles, as well as his substantive research,
have appeared in Political Analysis, Comparative Political Studies,
the Annual Review of Political Science, International Organization,
and the American Political Science Review.
2013 Nominating and Award Committees
2013 Nominating Committee: Tim Buthe (chair), Duke University;
Deepa Prakash, Depauw University; Elizabeth Saunders, George
Washington University; and Joachim Blatter, University of Lucerne.
Sartori Book Award Committee: Ingo Rohlfing, Cologne Graduate
School of Management (chair); Jason Seawright, Northwestern
University; and Richard Ned Lebow, Dartmouth College and King’s
College London.
George Article-Chapter Award Committee: Anna Grzymala-Busse,
University of Michigan (chair); Candice Ortbals, Pepperdine Uni-
versity; and Ariel I. Ahram, Virginia Tech.
Sage APSA paper Award Committee: Markus Kreuzer, Villanova
University (chair); Isabella Alcaniz, University of Maryland; and
Anne-Marie D’Aoust, Université du Québec à Montréal.
